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Enderle Becker Resign

College Loses Two More Women

Profs In Sexist Controversy
By STEVEN LEBOW

An investigation into the status of
women faculty members brought to
light this week two new resignations

women faculty and three complaints filed by women professors
by

with

Equal

the

Employment

r

7

X

Sharon Decker

Opportunity Commission charging
unfair hiring salary and tenure
practices at Kenyon
Professor
of English Sharon
Decker resigned from her post in
February citing her experience at
the college as a woman member of a
predominantly male faculty as one
of the reasons The Collegian has
also learned that Dr Glenda Enderle
Smythe
is
House counselor
preparing
to announce her
resignation later next week
The negative aspect of being a
woman faculty member at Kenyon
or rather my perception of that
experience
is harder to voice than
other reasons for resignation and yet
I want to try
Professor Decker said
in her February 6 letter of resignation
to Galbraith Crump chairman of the
English department See page 3 for
the text of the letter
It has to do for me
and I
speak only for myself
with
isolation linked to my being a
woman tension linked to my being a
woman occasional hostility linked
said Decker
to my being a woman
Professor Decker said that she had
felt a sense of social isolation within

New Post

Donna Scott Named Equal
Opportunity Coordinator
date in our understanding of and
compliance with the increasingly
numerous and complex body of
regulations
state and federal
regarding equal opportunity that
colleges have imposed upon them
and to assure that our policies for
equal treatment are properly carried
out
report
Jordan said Scott will
and will
directly to the President
become our campus expert on public
nondiscrimination regulations our
monitor of Kenyons policies and
staff assistant to the Presidential
Advisory Committee on the Status of
Women at Kenyon College

Spurred by recent state and federal
regulations requiring colleges to
maintain equal treatment policies
towards their members President
Jordan announced yesterday the
appointment of Donna H Scott as

Kenyons

Equal

Opportunity

Jordan said Scott
Coordinator
will also continue to serve as
Assistant Director of Admissions
when her new post takes effect April
15

statement released Wednesday March 31 Jordan said The
new part- time position acknowledges
the need at Kenyon to keep up- to
In

a

i

the English department
a sense
that there is an old boys club which
of course I cant be part of
In addition to social isolation she
also said that she had encountered
hostility and a lack of understanding
from colleagues after the panel
discussion held by women faculty
several years ago to air out our views
on the situation of women faculty at
Kenyon
I
felt a similar though more
muted negative reaction she said
from colleagues concerning the
work of the Committee on the Status
of Women Faculty at Kenyon while I
was a member of that committee

Opposition to change was also
I feel
noted by Professor Decker
that to many of the Kenyon faculty
working for political change
particularly within the college is not
considered constructive
but is
viewed with suspicion Working for
political change from a feminist
perspective seems to be perceived by
many on the faculty not only as a

suspicious

activity

as a
she said

however
Decker
added
that
these negative aspects of my experience at Kenyon seem to me not
contrived or intended by any of my
colleagues I believe rather that they

are
directly linked
to the
particularly the
homogeneity
sexual homogeneity
of the Kenyon
faculty
Decker
currently on sabbatical
from Kenyon and teaching at the
University of Virginia
received a
contract renewal to teach at Kenyon
for another two years Instead she
will continue teaching at Virginia
next fall

The resignations of Decker and
Enderle follow shortly after the

of

professor Lilah
26
February

Senate Passes Amendment
Allows Closed Deliberations
By DAVID McDONOUGH

but

threatening divisive one

resignation

Skip Osborne and John Gilliss awaiting the opening of The Dumb
Waiter a Junior Honors Production which premieres tonight in the
Drama Annex

anthropology

Pengra
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Continued on page 2

President Jordan will rule on an
passed by Senate
yesterday that would allow Student
Councils Finance Committee to hold
closed final deliberations on student
activity requests
After some debate Senate by a 7agreed to void the
decision
previous rule that all council committee meetings be open to students
The proposed amendment had
been brought up in senates February
meeting when it was presented
orally by Student Council President
Jerome Mindes and approved by
unconstitutionally
since
Senate
legislative proposals in Senate are
bound by the constitution to be
presented in written form at least 14
days before a vote can be taken The
question of councils right to close
the bodget hearings or deliberations
dates back to Finance Committees
when
November 1975 meetings
Michael Spetrino former council

amendment

32

1

1

treasurer and Finance Committee
chairman ruled that there was a
as
difference between meetings
stated in the constitution and
as practiced by the
hearings
committee He claimed the committee had a right to close its budget
hearings if requested by the
representatives of the student
organization that was presenting its
budget request at the time
At yesterdays Senate mepting
Mindes was the chief proponent of
the amendment which he saw as vital
expediency
in the
to ensuring
committees work When senator
Matthew Freedman said that he
thought that closed deliberations
would not be in the best interests of
students
Mindes denied that the
amendment would create a veil of
secrecy
He added that it would
ensure openness and responsive

Continued on page

8

Distinguished Visiting Teacher Costigan
Addresses Irish Rebirth World Realities
By

MATTHEW A WINKLER

His face is marked by pronounced
lines and bushy eyebrows He stands
no taller than five feet five inches
His voice is soft but varies in pitch
and has a trace of pathos He seems
puckish in a self- effacing way

K

f

True to his reputation as an
outstanding scholar teacher and
humanist Giovanni Costigan at 70
Professor of History Emeritus at the
University of Washington took to
the podium this week and captivated
first
his audience as Kenyons
Distinguished Visiting Teacher
On Tuesday Professor Costigan
with perhaps an intuitive verve for
the history of his forebears told the
story of the Irish Literary

If

to a packed

Renaissance

1

m

crowd

in

An
astonishing literary efflorescence
accompanied the rise of a
he said
and climaxed in
national spirit
independence
with
922
in
triumph
about the
more
spoke
Costigan
search of the Irish for a national
heritage and sense of native culture
during the nineteenth century He
recounted the life of John Milligan
Synge a vagabond in his early years
who became a leading poet and

Philomathesian

Hall

dramatist and whose plays of Irish
peasant life are noted for their rhythlanguage of the
expressive
mic
people of Western Ireland Synge
befriended W B Yeats and Lady
Gregory and helped to found the
Abbey theater Costigan finally
recited the refrain in Yeats Easter
1916 during which the lives of the
changed
Irish nationalists were
a terrible beauty is born
utterly
in Irish
by their participation
Rebellion
As a historian Costigan shuns
the terms optimism or pessimism
I dont
when approaching his field
optimistic and
like these words
The whole
he says
pessimistic
approach to teaching is to accustom
to face reality
ourselves to reality
Reality is not very reassuring If
you say youre pessimistic its like
imposing your own private view of
I think optimism and
the world
pessimism are states of mind or
feeling which are derived from our
own personal experience The world
may be in a state of chaos but if one
one is not
is happy personally
pessimistic
But Costigan nevertheless holds a
gloomy view of the world today given
the capacity of modern society for
world destruction

young people
I should think
would
operate under different
premises from any young people ever
before because in the past youngv
people had always planned for a
distant future Their lives were
assured after them and their children
things would continue They built a

gothic

cathedral

that

lasted

thousands of years And now the
problem which faces us all and the
young particularly is that we have no
future 1 shouldnt think it very
Lets
strange if you should say
enjoy ourselves now Why save
Why sacrifice for a future which may
never exist

Professor Costigan has traveled
the
throughout Europe
widely
Middle East and Israel as well as
having visited the Soviet Union
India Southeast Asia and Japan He
has seen many political social and
economic changes in these countries
But what our time makes possible
for the first time in mankinds
is a sort of
he says
existence
synoptic view of the whole world
which posits the essential equality of
the Soviet Union
civilizations
China the United States Europe

Continued on page 8
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Pengra at the time of her resignation
said The reasons for my decision to
resign have involved considerable
introspection on my role as a faculty
member
as a professional anthropologist and as a woman In
short I find that Kenyon College
does not meet my expectations of my
needs in any of these areas
Im saying very clearly that I
refuse to work in a place that is
sexist
she said
Commenting on the Pengra
resignation
Decker
told the
Collegian
Mr
Haywoods
assertion that sexism at Kenyon isnt
worse than that which exists
elsewhere in the world quoted in the
Collegian article on Ms Pengra as
his response to her resignation due to
covert sexist attitudes
seemed to
me to evade the meaning of her
action and her words
The point is not that Kenyon is
no worse than any other place in its
sexism
she said
The point is that
we should be committed to creating a

But to understand
problems for women
faculty members discern
and to discover remedies

needed

I

better the
that some
at Kenyon
if such are

have gathered

the

Presidential Advisory Committee on
the Status of Women to study our
recomand make
situation
mendations This body we should
remember is addressing issues which
may concern women students and
staff members as well as those which
trouble some women on our faculty
The new appointment of an
Equal Opportunity Coordinator Ms
Donna H Scott will also help us to
comply thoroughly with our own
policies and with public regulations
But the main goal of our efforts
beyond such compliance should be a
larger number of women as teachers
and administrators at Kenyon at the
various levels of status influence and
assuming always the
leadership
requirement for men and women
alike of extraordinary talent and
Jordan said
rigorous qualification
The college has incurred other suits
as well In 1974 Kenyon was sued by

denied Fifields accusations
Her statements are not only
untrue they are malicious he said
She asked me to write a recommendation and I did Her charges are
ambiguous I wish that the EEOC
would investigate the charges just in
the pursuit of fair play said Slate
In response to the criticisms of
Pengra and Decker and Fifield
and Schermer suits
Larson
President Jordan said The college
is
unhappy with the series of
episodes but I do not see it as what it
is purported to show I have seen a
tendency to read sexist conduct into
many situations
said Jordan
In general
it
seems that Kenyon has made the
transition as best it can from being an
all male institution to an integrated
one
Other women faculty members
were questioned about their perceptions of Kenyon
Asked if she perceived sexism at
Kenyon
professor of chemistry
I have perCarol Libbey said
sonally not felt it
But she added

Sexism Felt In Varying
Degrees By Women Faculty
community here that is non- sexist
Which is to say a community of
students teachers administrators
friends who are more fully human in
their treatment of one another
Despite these criticisms Decker
I will miss
many of the
said
students at the college very much My
experience with Kenyon students was
an experience of learning as well as of
teaching of friendship as well as
scholarship
I regret leaving friends among the
faculty and in the community
she
I am particularly sorry to
said
leave the group of women in the
Kenyon community who were
consistently supportive of me and
my personal and professional
growth while I was at Kenyon
The resignations of Decker and
Pengra and the tenure dispute of
Professor Marsha Rockey Schermer
1975
Collegian September 11
October 23 1975 seem to indicate
that for many of Kenyons women
faculty the Magic Mountain
of
Gambier is more mountainous than
magical
The Collegian has learned that the
Ohio Civil Rights Commission a
has conducted a
state agency

preliminary

investigation

into

charges that Kenyon has followed
practices
sexually discriminatory
The investigation was prompted by a
complaint filed by Schermer on
October 9 1975 with the Equal
ComOpportunity
Employment
mission EEOC
I wanted to file a complaint on
the grounds that I had been denied

tenure

from Seinsheimer
Walk into a party wearing Accent and youre going to get noticed
nicely Theynoticetheinteresting
styling andthebold complementing
stitching Then theyll see how really first quality the tailoring is how well
your suit fits and looks Thats because its from Seinsheimer makers of

quality tailored leisure suits

Leisure Suits From M700

Colonial
101 South Main
only store to Give Kenyon students
a

year round 10 percent discount
See Jack

on campus representative
for more information

Forgrave our

because

of

sexual

said
Schermer
discrimination
And furthermore I believe that
Kenyon followed practices that are
discriminatory with regard to rank
tenure and salary
ha
Jordan
President
acknowledged that the Ohio Civil
Rights Commission
has visiteT
Kenyon in the last few months to
determine whether there is any basis
Neither
for a full investigation
Jordan nor Schermer know if the
investigation will continue
In a statement to the Collegian
President Jordan responded to the
criticisms of Kenyon made by
Schermer Decker and Pengra
I am concerned about the malaise
which some Kenyon women faculty
feel these individuals sense of being
undervalued as colleagues and as
their contention
persons
that
treatment of women may have been
said Jordan
As a
unfair
college
Kenyon
coeducational
followed both law and good
judgment both principle and interest in adopting policies of equal
opportunity and equal treatment I
believe that these policies have been
consistently followed and we all join
in affirming them

biology professor Joan Larson who

charged

that

the

college

discriminated against her by paying
her less than male faculty who were
less qualified The case was settled
out of court and Larson received a
cash settlement
Although the college did not
follow through with the trial
President Jordan did not think that
this was indicative of the colleges
culpability He cited the cost of
bringing witnesses to trial and attendant expenses as the reasons for
avoiding the court case
From what I know of the case I
dont believe that she Professor
Larson had the grounds to make a
successful complaint
said Jordan
While I understand the reasons
not to go to trial I think we should
have gone to trial because many of
these issues having to do with alleged
discrimination must be settled by
litigation he said
An investigation by the Collegian
has also uncovered another complaint filed with the Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission in 1971 by former professor
of art Mary Fifield
Fifield filed a class action complaint against Kenyon through the
Womens
Equity Action League
WEAL
who in turn filed the
complaint with the EEOC In an
article published in the Feminist Art
Journal Fall 1975 Fifield wrote I
filed a class action complaint because
I didnt know how to single out one
specific issue or woman since all
women whether they were faculty
staff members faculty wives or
female students were experiencing
discrimination at Kenyon The other
reason for a class action complaint
was that fear of repercussion was so
great that none of us dared stand
alone in that isolated and selfcontained college community
Fifields complaint included the
allegation that
if a man and a
woman of equal qualifications and
experience were hired at the college
the man would inevitably receive a
higher rank and salary
Fifield also alleges that she was
asked to resign by the Art department chairman since the community
would feel uncomfortable with me
around as a constant reminder of my
husbands untenured departure The
chairman went on to say that if I
agreed to resign he would promise me
an outstanding recommendation If I
remained at the college however
there was a possibility that my
competence as an instructor would
decline thereby meriting a different
kind of recommendation from him
There were no witnesses to this
I was
discussion
Fifield claims
scared and I resigned
Professor Joseph Slate chairman
of the Art department at that time

that

speaking to other women
faculty members was very upsetting
because you have no reason to expect
that Kenyon might be sexist when
you get here
History professor Alice Herman
noted that she
had never experienced sexism personally
but
added that that was not a refutation
of what other people have perceived
I cant speak for the other
I can only speak
women
for
myself she said
I
think that sexism is the
climate said music professor Helen
Walker
but in a lot of individual
cases its not conscious
She noted
as an example of unconscious sexism
on several occasions in a formal
gathering the men will be addressed
as Mr or Professor or Dr but
the women will be called by their first
name
I
am sure that its not intentional
said Walker
but it is
annoying
Earlier this year President Jordan
a
Committee to
established
Investigate the Status of Women
composed of subcommittees of
women faculty students and staff
Jordan has stressed the importance
of the committee saying that he
hopes it will bring him information
and advice

Professor

Toni Carroll

a

member of the faculty subcommittee
said that the committee is looking
into hiring of women and retaining
them onccthey get here
Professor Carroll said that she is
concerned with the decline in female
faculty and with the implementation
of an affirmative action program
The key is to get women into
tenure track she said We want to
make sure that the hiring practices
are not discriminatory Professor
Pengra is not an isolated case in her
feeling that women have particular
problems of discrimination on this
campus said Carroll
Jordan has stressed that he hopes
to bring in more women faculty
I think that bringing in
members
more women faculty members is a
remedy for the sense of exclusion
he said

Art professor Pat McCulloh has
been teaching at Kenyon for two
years and has lived in Gambier since
1961
I

like this place

she said

I

feel

She
part of the community
agreed with Jordan that bringing in
more women is bound to alleviate the
problems because once you have
more women they will be working on
committees and come into positions
where they can exercise power over
their own destinies
I think that
But
she added
now its
ourselves
we
unless
exert
going to be a quarter of a century
before it occurs
a

April
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Prof Deckers Letter Of Resignation
following is a letter of
resignation from Professor Sharon
Decker to Professor
Galbraith
Crump Chairman of the English
Department Ms Decker omitted the
first three paragraphs because their
subject matter does not seem relevant
to the Kenyon community at large
The

Dear Gal
reason for deciding to leave
Kenyon concerns my experience at
the College as a woman member of a
predominately male faculty This
seems so subtle
so delicate so
difficult to pin down Certainly
found support and friendliness from
many of those in the English
Department
My gratitude for these experiences
is deep
Ive been able to learn and
to grow in part because of them
The negative aspect of being a
woman
faculty
member at
Kenyon or rather my perception of
that experience is harder to voice
and yet I want to try It has to do for
I
me and
speak only for
myself with isolation linked to my
being a w oman tension linked to my
being a woman occasional hostility
linked to my being a woman
would like to offer some specific
examples I do so knowing that each
individually sounds small
seems
insignificant Perhaps they are But
when I try to put my finger on the
discomfort associated with being at
Kenyon they are what comes to
First
mind
a sense of social
isolationvnhn the Department a
sense that there is an
old boys
club which of course I cant feel
pan of What gives me that
feeling
Men standing in groups
talking about football sharing jokes
sharing a kind of comraderie that is
fine but
Oh for five or six other
women I would think sometimes so
that this would be a people gathering
instead of a gathering of twelve men
and me The sense of exclusion I am
describing let me emphasize was
am sure deliberately created
not
or maliciously intended eve intended at all I believe it is simply
that function of maintaining a
department that is so heavily made
up of members w ho are male
Other examples of the problem I
am describing seem more directly
political I encounter hostility and a
from
lack
of understanding
colleagues after the panel discussion
held by women faculty several years
ago to air our views on the situation
of women faculty at Kenyon I felt a
though more muted
similar
negative reaction from colleagues
concerning the work of the Committee on the Status of Women
Faculty at Kenyon while I was a
member of that committee It seemed
significant to me that in your letter to
Haywood concerning my
Mr
contract renewal you alluded to my
A lasi

1

1

political activities only by way of
reassuring him that my political
energies
were now constructively
channeled into a course on women
feel that to many of the
authors
Kenyon faculty
am not referring
to you working for political
change
particularly
within the
is
College
not considered constructive bin is viewed with
suspicion Working for political
change from a feminist perspective
1

1

seemcs to be perceived by many on
the faculty not only as a suspicious
activity
but as a threatening
divisive even destructive one
A related issue
for me is the
question of the extent to which my
colleagues respect the subject areas
have chosen to explore In our
discussion
concerning
my
notification from Mr Haywood that
my contract had been renewed for
another two years I understood you
to be saying that some of my
colleagues felt that my interests were
too narrow and you implied
thought that the energy I expended
1

1

on

teaching and

speaking on

twentieth- century women
authors
was pan of the basis for this view
The point I want to make seems to
I dont
me to be a delicate one
want to imply that I dont see a need
for me to continue to broaden my

knowledge and intellectual perof course I do
am a
beginner a new teacher a fledgling
scholar and will continue to learn
and change and grow But I am left
with the question of whether my
work with twentieth- century women
a
authors a course I designed
subject I have chosen to speak on at
community organizations like the
Parish House speakers series and
NOW is valued less than say
or
novel
nineteenth- century
medieval poetry or anything else
that is more traditional and less
woman- oriented
On a more general level I would
emphasize that these negative aspects
of my experience at Kenyon seem to
me not contrived or intended by any
of my colleagues I believe rather
that they are directly linked to the
homogeneity particularly the sexual
homogeneity of the Kenyon
faculty I read a letter that you wrote
to the Coegonabout the urgent
need to work towards making the
body
less
Kenyon
student
less white uppermihomogeneous
I agreed with the letter
ddleclass
but would add that the homogeneity
of the faculty is more striking than
that of the student body almost allmale as well as almost all- white I
think there is an unwritten rule at
which I have heard voiced
Kenyon
many times and not just by those
that
who disagree with the rule
teaching or scholarship aside a
faculty member must fit in with
the Kenyon community in order to be
invited to stay there I think such a

spective

1

rule
and of course it is not a rule
but a subtle consideration works
against those who have a different
life style than the norm or a different approach to teaching than is
predominant or different subject
interests than his or her colleagues I
am aware that there are exceptions I
think such a consideration or rule
works against many women who
are not men with families and
houses who do not fit into a comfortable social pattern who work
towards specific political goals which
are not welcomed by their colleagues
w ho may choose to teach courses like
Womankind the Philosophy and
Psychology of Women which their
colleagues dont highly value who
may even ride a motorcycle to class I
think it may work against blacks
too though this is conjecture but
what else is the administration
pointing to when it says to us that
black professors wont come to
Kenyon because they dont think
they will be comfortable
To what

else
but
the
overwhelming
homogeneity of the faculty which
creates such a sharp sense of being in
a minority group
for those who
are not part of the homogeneity
And which also creates I think this
equally sharp sense that one must
fit in in order to stay Im getting
long- winded let me just finish this by
underscoring two ideas First my
own feeling is that teaching and
scholarship and involvement
the
ability and willingness to bring intelligence and sensitivity and enthusiasm to the task of stimulating
the minds of Kenyons very able
students should be the only basis on
which a professional at Kenyon is
judged Secondly I dont think that
ideal can be reached until there is a
concentrated effort to create a less
homogeneous faculty
Gal again I am sorry to leave
you and the Department I will miss
many of my colleagues at Kenyon
and many of the students there The
difficulties revolving around my
being one cf the few women faculty
at Kenyon seem to me real if you
would like to share my perspective on
this with the rest of the Department
by recounting what I have written or
by reading any or all of this letter to
them or by letting them read it
please do so But let them know too
that as important to me as communicating my reasons for wanting
to leave Kenyon is my desire to
communicate my gratitude for all
that has been given to me while I was
a member of the Kenyon English
Department Gifts that included the
space to learn more about my
profession and myself that included
colleagues who were my teachers and
my friends that included three years
of participation in a community of
learning
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Sharon Decker

Students Professor Collaborate on Book
By ANN MALASPINA
A book is soon to come out of the
Kenyon community written by 29
authors 26 of whom are students In
Row will be
September Harper
publishing The Absolutely Other by
Religion Professor Denis Baty and
the students of his 1974- 1975
Religion 37- 38 class
It
In the introduction Baly writes
took its start from the discovery that
modern students find the greater
part of the Old Testament strange
In addition
distant and irrelevant
he felt that Kenyon wasnt doing
nearly enough to feed into the
outside world the ideas which were

going on here
open to anyone
The class
regardless of class or major included
15
freshmen There were only 8
other majors
religion members
included Art Biology Econ and
In addition to
Political Science
one faculty
Kenyon students
member and one alumnus also
participated
It was an experiment in doing a
new kind of course and a new kind of

and it turned out
said Baly
to be the most exciting course I have
taught in 40 years of teaching
The previous summer Baly had
written a first draft of the initial four
book

chapters The remaining chapters
were written while the course was
taking place In each of the 15 lectures throughout the year he handed
out dittos of a chapter and read it
aloud requesting the class to insert
their comments both positive and
negative on their manuscript
Comments ranged from grammatical corrections to questions
raised on statements Baly asserted
there was
For example Baly said
the inon
disagreement
strong
miracle
and
violence
terpretation of
The
in the Old Testament
following summer he rewrote the
entire book including in the chapter
notes the dissenting points of view
I

was pleased

said Baly

The

students began to wrestle with the
ideas and to think of it as their
I
One student commented
book
took
he
but
was a beginner
everyones criticism very seriously

He wanted it to appeal to beginning
students
This fall the class was given the
revised copy and asked whether they
found the introduction satisfactory
whether they thought the notes at the
containing
of the book
back
alternate points of view were done
fairly
and if a section seemed
unclear how they would make it
clearer The present Religion 13 14
classes were also given copies and
asked to write reviews of the book
Ive received favorable responses
from both the publisher and the
Harper and
said Baly
students
Baly
Row literally leapt at it
persuade other
to
like
would
departments to do the same thing I
would like to see a series of Kenyon
books in other departments but they
have tended to treat it as another one
of Baly s crazy ideas
Row have decided to
Harper
publish The Absolutely Other jointly
in paperback and hardback in order
to encourage the general public to
read it Baly hopes to use it in
Religion 13 14 next fall
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Letters To The Editor
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages letters to the Editor All submissions must be typed The
Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of the particular submission

Sexist Attitudes
During the year several members of the community have come forth
with complaints concerning what has been alleged as latent
or
covert sexism practiced at Kenyon The controversial fires were
fanned earlier this year when Philosophy Professor Marsha Schermer
accused without naming anyone one of her departmental colleagues
of displaying a prejudice against women which she claimed influenced the colleges decision to deny her tenure When pressed to
comment on the issue President Jordan declined citing the privacy of
the matter
The issue seemed to have subsided until recently when Professor of
Anthropology Lilah Pengra claimed she was a victim of covert
sexist attitudes
here and she decided to leave Now English
Professor Sharon Decker has also resigned for similar reasons
Because Kenyon has inherited a one- hundred and fifty year history
of male tradition it is doubtless difficult to expunge what some
suggest is a dubious legacy Nevertheless despite contrary assertions
Kenyon is adjusting to the greater demands imposed upon the college
as a coed institution The recent appointment of an Equal Opportunity Coordinator is a diplomatic and expedient gesture
one it is
hoped that will be fruitful The establishment of a womens center and
the Presidential Advisory Committee to evaluate the status of women
although it excludes men
provides the hope that the so- called
sexist air is clearing for the better
MAW

Happy Trails
This next w eek the administration of the Kenyon Collegian will pass
into new hands Many of the present editors will retire returning to
their studies at Kenyon or called away by the spectre of graduation
Those leaving the paper have good memories of the experiences
shared in putting out the last fifty issues since April 1974 of the
Collegian
The editors would like to thank the faculty administrators and
students who supported our efforts by offering encouragement and
criticism We wish the same encouragement for the new editorinch- ief
Vicki Barker and news editor David McDonough

Kenyon To Relocate
Plans are underway to have the
Kenyon College campus transported
to a location 45 minutes out of New
Phil
York
City
President
Jordon anGossamer Wings
nounced today

brought in to rae all the buildings
the rubble will then be mailed third
class
bulk
rate to the future
location
Through a special
arrangement with God a Kenyon
alumna students will be transported
the 600 miles by hordes of angels
Faculty members will be flown to
New York in
fittingly hot air
balloons

All the students weve talked to
agreed that a major drawback to the
college was its isolated location
We
President Jordon explained
hope that in making ihis move our
admissions will soar

Jordon
change

Two days after Parents Weekend
bul- ldocrs
and cranes will be

that Kenyon is
move
he said
he added
April

is

delighted with the
prove lo the world

Il will

college on he
And by the way

a
I
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Women And Housing
To he Editor
Every Kenyon student will agree
that while sobriety is not an
inherently entertaining condition it
has nonetheless its occasional uses
Ms Pengras claim that she is leaving
Kenyon in the face of nameless
horrors woven into the fabric of
Kenyon life has reawakened the
woman question here and it is high
time we became a little less giddy
about it In your issue of 4 March
you print letters from Mr Stephen
Grant and Ms Buffy Fisher both of
whom seem to favor virtue and
almost nothing else
Mr Grant for instance recommends an abolition of misunderfaithlessness
standing
distrust
selfishness and apathy The pity of it
all is that he doesnt tell us how he
means to do it Im betting that it
involves either creation of a Helot
class or agrarian reform I am glad
to see however that he proposes to
The Kenyon
do away with
though our reasons for
Experience
wanting to do so are different he
feels that it no longer refers to ones
experience at Kenyon while I feel
that it never referred to anything

Fisher attributes the ills of
Kenyon society entirely to the
That
bankrupt imagination of
Man in Ransom She tells us that
our problems are solved if only we
release our grip on the reality outside What if only nine women were
granted PhDs in Economics in
Pure educative
America last year
imand
insight
reflection
will see us through
provement
Doubtless we can adopt an afI
firmative action system
should
refresh your readers memories A
college with such a program undertakes never to lower its standards
of competence for its faculty unless
the instructor in question be female
This ensures that most of the incompetents a student will meet in
college will be women One of the
selling points of such schemes is the
influence it has on that students
opinion of women
It is not surprising that neither of
the two letters you print on this
important issue say anything new or
interesting about it Platitudes are so
much safer than hard proposals I
have a feminist axe to grind too but
it is a real one and an old one It has
become a habit even in your own
careful newspaper for Kcnyonites to
refer to the male occupancy of Old
Kenyon llanna and Leonard as a
It is time that old lie was
tradition
exposed and it is time something was
Ms

done about it Kenyon has admitted
women since 1972 1972 and the
years afterward
form a unique
period in Kenyons history for the
first time in 143 years Kenyon
students have been denied the opportunity to live in one of these old
buildings So long as women are
denied equal housing on the Hill
they shall remain mere co- eds
The obstructionism of Senate in
this matter is well known some
senators are hostile to the idea of
women on the Hill others too
gutless to press it The Senate should
not allow itself to be bogged down
with debate on whether such a
change is possible It is as plain as the
hat on my head that it is The Senate
should commit itself to a plan that
opens at least one division currently

occupied by a residential group to
women The IFC member thus
displaced should then be moved into
Watson and either the third or
seventh floor of Caples should be
given over to the independents from
Watson This plan will help to integrate the campus by increasing the
number of women in the older end of
campus and by placing a frat or
society

in the newer end
The
residential group should be compensated for those improvements to
its lounge that cant be moved The
Senate can see to such details after
the college is committed to the
change But they should bear in mind
that too many people at both ends of
campus believe that the real Kenyon
ends at the gates to Marriott Park
Fritz Anderson

Your
Dreams Explained
By J A GIOIA

The dreamer is late for a very
important Political Science exam
When he gets to the examination he
finds instead one for second year
Electronics and Hygeine
The
dreamer begins to cry A hooded
figure appears
It explains that
Political Science is really nothing but
the merging of current electricity and
personal cleanliness The dreamer
now has to write an essay on Locke in
those terms If he does not he will
fail and have to bait fish hooks with
his mouth for a living
Explanation The dreams message
here is
No matter what a professor
tells you never take a bath with a
radio Simple yet sage advice for
every Poli- sci major
1

H2

The dreamer

cant dance
in

this

case

the students and teachers

pull feathers out of each others ears
The feathers are given to members of
the administration who are sitting in
the corner stuffing pillows and ski
jackets All of a sudden music comes
from nowhere Every one except the
dreamer begins to Hustle Outraged
the dreamer executes a series of hot
two steps While so involved he
overhears someone say
He dances
well but his lectures are boring
Explanation
know this professor
His lectures are boring and he icallv
I

A

Gioia

well at all

a

professor
finds himself at a
facultystudent party Instead of
talking

J

3
The dreamer is waiting to enter
the deans office He does not know
why Neither docs the dean but he
talks to the dreamer any way He tells
him that crabmeat is good only when
served cold and gives him the name
of a reliable auto mechanic Amused
the dreamer laughs
the dean
laughs
the dreamer laughs harder
the dean puts on a blond wig and
punches him in the eye
Explanation As always the dean is
right Warm crabmeat is disgusting
and a good mechanic is hard to find
The
dreamer should not have
lauehed

April
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Sports In The Thirties

A Legacy Of Championship
tournaments during the 1939 season
but came back for his final year and
was graduated in 1940 It was during
this season that he won the US clay
court title beat Bobby Riggs for the
National championship
on the
Gambier courts and was ranked
number one by the USLTA
Tennis being an individual sport
lost its power at Kenyon with the
graduating class of 40 but for those
few preceeding years Kenyons name
represented the top

By RICHARD S WEST

To mention the 1930s at Kenyon
readily conjures up the image of a
small hilltop community nestled
among the trees going about the
business of educating the two
hundred or so young men who in the
hard times of depression had the
money and the time to pursue a
college education This complacently
calm scene however is misleading
Four Lord teams were making
spectacular climbs to the top of the
heap year after year in days marked
by a frenzy of championships

AERONAUTICS

i

A

Q
J

4

SWIMMING

r

In April 1934 in a ceremony with
the Governor with several important
federal officials attending
Port
Kenyon
was officially dedicated
and recognized as the first college
airport in the country
It all began one year earlier when
Wilbur Cummings 02 and his wife
decided to attend the annual meeting
of the Board of Trustees of w hich he
was a member in his own Stinson
Executive model Reliant
wrote
Flying over the college
i
sportswriter John Tunis in the April
Mrs
1934 Sportsman Pilot
Cummings who is herself a wellknown flier and holder of a TranThe Purple Raiders storming the polo field in a 1937 match
sportation License located some
likely looking pastures at the foot of
From the Ohio State win the
College Hill off Wiggins Street and fulfill the various requirements of
teams fortunes went onward and
almost adjacent to College Park each course
upward In the next few years the
which seemed to be an adaptable
After sufficient time had allowed
landing place The field turned out to the training program to get off the Kenyon flyers captured the Ohio
Midwest and Eastern titles In 1937
be even better suited to landing than ground so to speak the students
anticipated and in fact presented an organized a Kenyon Flying Club in the pride of Gambier took the
championships
The
almost perfect ready- made field
November of 1935 In the following national
following year Stanford gave them a
fourteen
April
the
and
March
This encouraged Cummings to
run for the money and the two teams
suggest to the college that the field be members of the club traveled to
tied for first but the Lords recapin
the
participate
Washington
to
it
was
Initially
improved for landing
tured the title in 1939
thought of as serving only returning National Intercollegiate Flying Club
its
in
was
second
which
Conference
The school was discontinued in
began
to
the
students
but
alumni
clamor that they too wanted in With year They put in a good showing and 1941 when Gretzer went off to war
returned to campus to meet Ohio and the airport was de- activated in
the approval of the Board Cummings sought out funds to equip the State in the air in late April The first 1972 but the memory of the
school with two training planes and intercollegiate competition of its kind Cummings School of Aeronautics
to endow a chair of aeronautics This in the midwest it featured figure stands as a symbol of the best of the
its comwas soon done Donald Gretzer a eights various in- flight turns and liberal arts education
skill
The
future
as
of
the
to
tests
landings
mitment
spot
employed
was
professional test pilot
flying teacher and flying Lords won handily 762- 661
as Kenyons
over the Buckeyes The meet became
POLO
in
the fall of 1934
classes began
event
an
annual
School
Cummings
The Wilbur L
Two months after the dedication
In May of 35 with the growing
of Practical Aeronautics offered two
Port Kenyon the trustees gave an
of
began
construction
flying
in
interest
in
one
ground
and
in
courses one
nod to R A Weaver who
approving
near
still
stand
which
hangers
flight instruction Though no college on the
wished to establish a school of
the
so
that
tracks
railroad
the
aeronautics
for
was
awarded
credit
riding that is The
illequitation
instruction the student had to log burgeoning sport would not be
the facilities and
provided
college
more than one hundred hours to housed

VA

Few realize that the Lords were
confirmed swimming champs many
times before the first victory of their
23- year winning streak in 1954
In
fact the very first meet Kenyon
participated in in February of 1936
one month after the dedication of the
Shaffer pool the Lords swamped
Denison 69- 21
The team gave itself two years to
become seasoned
under the
leadership of Chuck Imel and then
they took their first OAC championship in 1938 repeated the
performance in 1939 came back
again the following year to clinch it
and won it yet again in 41 During
the forties the crown switched hands

VI

several times
Since World War II swimming has

monopolized

Weaver paid for everything else
Professor of Modern Foreign
Languages Capt Frederick Eberle a
former German cavalry officer was
employed to direct the school
As riding skills improved a polo
team was formed and Kenyons
equitarians entered into official
competition in 1935 Like the flying
club victories the big names began to
tumble as the Purple Riders took to
Illinois Michigan Ohio
the field
State Culver Military Academy and
various private and national guard
all
writes Greenslade
teams
bowed to the mounted Lords so that
after only a few years they were
considered the midwest champs
The last team Kenyon fielded in
1937- 38 went up against the big
Eastern schools for the first time in
the annual championship match in
They immediately
New York
toppled the 1937 champions Cornell
in two successive matches but lost to
the highly favored and superbly
mounted twelve ponies to Kenyons
six Harvard trio in the semi- finals
Many members of the team were
of the graduating class of 37 and in
1938 Weaver found it necessary to

withdraw

financial

the spotlight as
Kenyons sport of sports Our impressive long string of OAC victories
is indicative of Kenyons undying
sports drive It stands as a reminder
of our other era of championship
the thirties
i

i

r

i

f

support

Intercollegiate polo at Kenyon had
lasted only three years but what
impressive years they were

TENNIS

KEN YONXOLLEGE
SCHOOL Or AERONAUTICS

y

i 0

Aeronautics
Port Kenyon and the Cummings School of

Ti

As flying and riding were fast
becoming Kenyons most prestigious
sports in 1935 a troup of four freshmen tennis players grabbed the
Donald
spotlight Morey Lewis
McNeill George Pryor and Gordon
Reeder organized themselves under
the name of the Gambier Tennis
Club since freshmen were not
allowed to participate in intercollegiate sports and began to
barnstorm the country in the summer
of 1936
the
When the smoke cleared
the Kenyon
reported
Collegian
freshmen racket wielders made tennis
history when in three short months
they captured 27 major championships traveled approximately
8000 miles and received newspaper
notices in 40 states and the District of
Columbia
Thus began writes Greenslade
Kenyons domination of Ohio and
National tennis until the war years
put a stop to intercollegiate athletics
McNeill was abroad playing in

t

CM

v

v

v

t

v

Morey Lewis

QUARRY
BICYCLE

SHOP

Bicycle Repairs
New Bikes
12- 6 weekdays
Closed Sunday

Quarry Chapel Road Gambier
427-

3404
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DRIVE THROUGH
WINE
BEER
CARRY- OUT
All

Beer Only 25

Above Cost

Vodka
Brandy

II

1

U

U

1

Bone Steak

Tossed Green Salad

Baked Potato

Hot Dinner Roll

T-

2 Sirloin Steak Dinner
Sirloin

Screw Drivers
Scotch
Champagnes

B Rib

Corona Lambrusco
Zonin Lambrusco
Types of Wine

Sweet

Dry Medium

Importeu

Domestic
from Vineyards

359

Hot Dinner Roll

Eye Steak Dinner

Steak

Tossed Green Salad

Baked Potato

Hot Dinner Roll

Rib Eye

399

Tossed Green Salad

Steak

Baked Potato

Cella Lambrusco

All

Bone Steak Dinner

T-

189

4 Chopped Sirloin Steak Dinner
Chopped Sirloin Steak

189

Tossed Green Salad

Baked Potato

Hot Dinner Roll

p Sandwiches

Fries

Pizza Steak

around the World

Onion

Steak

Tenderloin
Cheeseburger
Chopped Sirloin Steak on Roll

SEAFOOD DINNER

289

129
119

Each order comes with French Fries

Oysters Shrimp Pike
Hot Dinner Roll

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Tossed Green Salad

4 Ounce

Rib Eye

Steak

FISH DINNER

Baked Potato

Tossed Green Salad

Baked Potato

Chopped Sirloin Steak

Baked Potato

Hot Dinner Roll

Sunday Special
800 pm

Everyday Except Monday

Tossed Salad
Hot Dinner Roll

159

259

Salad Roll Baked Potato

Baked Chicken and Noodles
HOURS 1100 am-

Hot Dinner Roll

NOON DAY SPECIAL

5239

Walleye Pike

0

Tossed Green Salad

LOCATED AT CORNER OF ROUTE 36

Phone

397-

8585

3

223 HARCOURT
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Frigidaire Microwave Oven
Cuts cooking time and

energy use
75
over conventional
methods
50to-

Slow Cook cycle
Automatic Defrost cycle
35- minute timer
See- through oven door
interior light

tj

SALE
PRICED

RCM

Hull

MEATON
Frigidaire

Range

30

Automatic Cook- Master
Oven Control
Glass window in oven
door
Easy- View Surface
controls
Broiler- roaster Pan

Unit

Now Only

31995
with trade
TON

Reaffirming Leadership Kenyon Review
President Jordan in his State of
the College Address
stressed
Kenyons new economic stability
After a decade of financial turbulence and rapid increase in
students faculty and facilities we
now face an era in which we can
more readily assess the purposes and
aims of the liberal arts Few small
colleges are in this position few are
presented with the opportunity to
reaffirm the tradition of Gordan
Keith Chalmers and guide Kenyon to

leadership
colleges
seriously

among

liberal arts

Few face the challenge

to

question the worth and
proper goals of such a college The
two go hand in hand
The Kenyon Review can be the
symbol and substance of leadership
as well as the forum for evaluation
That is it can if embarked upon with
only the highest standards those of
John Crowe Ransom when he first
founded the Review Certainly it is

not worth the time effort or expense
otherwise
Concern has been voiced during
the last few years that Kenyon should
not publish a journal devoted solely
to literature and criticism But if we
look to the early years of the Review
we can see that Ransoms personal
interests and knowledge extended far
beyond that sphere It is that kind of
vision and learning which has been
celebrated in the liberal arts and it
is in the struggle to achieve the broad
vision the synthetic learning that the
value of a small college such as
Kenyon is to be found For if we do
not find value in this what then does
Kenyon offer that less expensive and
more diverse state schools do not
The Kenyon Review epitomized an
ancient tradition in education
learning which transcends the
vacuum of isolated disciplines This
impulse seems ever more necessary in
our world

Kenyon Writing Competition
Competition is now open for
Kenyons writing awards
They
include
the Ransom Prize
the
Academy of American Poets Prize
the Propper Prize and the Ogden
Prize

The Ransom Prize is awarded to
the junior or senior whose poems or
group of poems
submitted in
competition is judged best by the
Poetry Prize Committee The
Academy of American Poets Prize is
awarded to a student for the best
poem or group of poems submitted
The Propper Prize is awarded to the

freshman or sop- hmore whose poem
or group of poems is judged best
The Ogden Prize is awarded to the
students whose essays submitted in
competition are judged best and
second best
Submissions should be made to the
Faculty Secretary before April 9
Said Prof Robert Cantwell
No
year

need
this
anonymously

to

submit

confusion
Im going to handle that myself once
all the entries are in
Any questions should be addressed
to Prof Cantwell or to Prof Crump
to

avoid

By DAVID LYNN
Few students or faculty at Kenyon
will dispute that much of our
reputation especially in the East still
rests on the laurels of the Review
For generations its name has culled
respect and attracted creative minds
to the wilds of central Ohio Kenyon
can re- establish its role as a leader by

building upon the tradition of the
by bring together the
thought and work of the best minds
of our generation by making the
firm
commitment to dynamic
creative self- evaluative education of
President Chalmers
There are problems Financially
the Review must be self- supporting
and independent of the college
budget Perhaps the most plausible
method would be to seek out funds
from individuals and foundations
and to endow the Review with the
dividend interest much as an
academic chair is established
Careful oversight must be present to
forestall the kind of bureaucratic
inefficiency and waste which plagued
Review

the Review in its last years
The most tender issue may well be
where to find a prime editorial staff
and to decide on the teaching

responsibilities of the editorinch- ief
Again our commitment must be to a
excellent quality publication and a
vital question must be whether an
editor may be found within Kenyons
community or whether we should
search elsewhere for someone with
established credentials
But these issues can and should be
resolved the creative potential the
benefits to Kenyon as a college and
the challenge to question and to lead
in the liberal arts may be found in the
revival of The Kenyon Review

Mono Middle

Energy- Saving Frigidaire

Refrigerator- Freezer

By
TR

f

lSii

r3jg
1

I

i

II

l

total re
frigerated volume
345c- uft

Now only

32995
with trade

MEATON
Frigidaire

100

200 pm

freezer

rnrYinrfmont
compartment
Cycla- matic automatic
defrost in fresh food

Hydrator

123T

Frost- Proof

Refrigerator- Freezer
Biggest top- freezer
refrigerator- freezer
Frigidaire makes
total ret iger206c- uft
ated volume

freezer
compartment
Twin Vegetable

594c- uft

Hydrators
Automatic Ice Maker
available at extra charge
Meat Tender

Now Only

April

1

Thursday

pm

Editorial
Collegian
Board Meeting Collegian Office
530 pm German Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
530 pm Student Affairs Committee Meeting Lower Dempsey
Lounge
800 pm Panel Discussion
Selecting
The President 1976
Profs John Elliot and Thomas
Scorza Philomathesian Hall
Can
800 pm Lecture
Language Skills Be Acquired by
Duane
Prof
Chimpanzees
Rumbaugh Dept of Psychology
Georgia State University

415

April 2 Friday
600 pm- l00

pm

Student Center
Open House Live entertainment
every Vi hour Check posters for
performances by Kokospecific
singers Owl Creek Singers and some
of our faculty Student Center
Coffeehouse
515 pm International Student
Forum Gund Large Private Dining
Room
800 pm Born Yesterday film
Rosse Aud
1000 pm Casque Dor film
Rosse Aud
April 3 Saturday

FPCI- 206T8

DONNA SCHOENEGGE

123c- uft

compartment
Full- width Vegetable

FCD-

Path

53995

Also 49995 slightly damaged with trade

HEATON
Ohio
205 S Mulberry St Mount Vernon
Across from Wees Market
Phone 397- 1015

700 pm

Jitterbug Lessons Lower

Dempsey Hall

800

pm

Rosse Aud
815 pm-

Casque

Dor

film

Concert by the Knox
Memorial
Theater Mount Vernon
1000 pm Born Yesterday film
Rosse Aud

County

Symphony

April 4 Sunday

Noon Student- Faculty
1200
Brunch Great Hall
130 pm Chess Club Meeting
Student Center Coffee Shop

WKCO Station Meeting
Lower Dempsey Lounge
300 pm Music Club General
Meeting Lower Rosse 17

400

pm

615

pm

Concert

by

the

Woodwind Quintet Rosse Aud
Christian Fellowship
515 pm
Dinner Meeting Gund Large Private
Dining Room

Student

Council

Lower Dempsey Lounge
The
700 pm Film Series
Music of the
Ascent of Man
Spheres Bio Aud
800 pm Sorrow And The Pity
film Rosse Aud
800 pm Bridge Club Meeting
Gund Large Private Dining Room
830 pm Poetry Reading Philip
Levine Peirce Lounge
Meeting

AprilS Monday
330 pm Career Hour Letitia
Boldridge Public Relations Peirce
Lounge

400 pm

Discussion

Presen-

tation on Career Information on the
Ms
Role of School Psychologist
Mount Vernon
Judy Ross
Ascension 109
530 pm French Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
700 pm IFC Meeting Lower
Dempsey Lounge
800 pm Lecture Series on The
The
Tragedy of Northern Ireland
Last Three Hundred Years Thislecture will be concerned with three
general themes in Irish history the
religious fanatacism of the 17th
century the arrogant landlordism of
the 18th and the emergence of
predatory capitalism in the 19th
Biology Auditorium
April 6 Tuesday

Noon First
1200
Luncheon
Womens

Tuesday
Lower

Dempsey Hall

400 pm

Student Center ComMeeting Student Center

mittee

Room

1

400 pm
Man
Bio Aud

Film the
Ascent
Music of the Spheres

of

530 pm Modern Greek Table
Gund Small Private Dining Room
530 pm Food Committee
Meeting Lower Dempsey Lounge
530 pm Spanish Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
700 pm Moundbuilders Tutoring
Meeting

Bailey 10

April 7 Wednesday
pm Senate Meeting
Ascension 109
600 pm Italian Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
630 pm Sports Banquet Lower
Dempsey Hall

410

800 pm Lecture Series on The
Tragedy of Northern Ireland The

Immediate Past Ireland in the
Professor
Century
Twentieth
Costigan will speak on the period
from 1920- 1968 a half- century of
religious
social and political
discrimination
Biology Auditorium
1000 pm Hud film Rosse Aua
April 8 Thursday

400 pm

Womens

Lacrosse

against Wooster at Wooster Ohio
530 pm German Table Gund
Large Private Dining Room
530 pm Student Affairs ComLower Dempsey
mittee Meeting
Lounge
800 pm Opening night of Blithe
Spirit Hill Theater
800 pm Lecture Series on The
Tragedy of Northern Ireland
Northern Ireland Today The last
eight years in Northern Ireland
From the movement for civil rights to
guerilla warfare from the IRA Irish
to the UDA
Republican Army
from
Ulster Defense Association
progress to backlash
Biology Auditorium

Page
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Baldrige Here
Next Week

Ms Letitia Baldrige Woodrow
Wilson Visiting Fellow will be at
Kenyon from April 5 through April
9 and will be the last Visiting Fellow
this year
She was educated at the Convent
of the Sacred Heart in Omaha
Nebraska and received her BA in
psychology from Vassar College She
did graduate work at the University
of Geneva
Switzerland
in
psychology
Her first job was at the American
Embassy in Paris Following that she
worked for the Central Intelligence
Agency for two years After leaving
the CIA she became the first Public
Relations Director and the first
woman executive ever employed by
Tiffany Co in New York
In December 1960 Ms Baldrige
was called to Washington by John F
Kennedy to take charge of
the Executive Secretariat for Mrs
Kennedy In 1964 she opened her
own public relations firm in Chicago
Ms
Baldrige is a professional
lecturer and magazine writer She has
authored four books Of Diamonds
was on the bestand Diplomats
seller list for fourteen weeks

Jewelry
Designed and Made

at

Tullys
Gifts
Gold

Monograms
Custom Work
Gem Selections
Cloisonne

Costigan

Continued from page 1
all reached the same point in
history Weve come by very different ways Weve all done shameful
things
The history of any nation is
largely a matter of triumphs and
follies Vietnam is only the latest in a
series of colossal blunders And the
Russians are not exempt nor the
Chinese There seems to be the
possibility of writing a history which
will be truly representative
of
mankind
History says Costigan
is like a
clean page we write every day no
matter how many pages have been
blotted and innumerable ones have
been scrawled and made illegible and
disgraced We still start every day
every generation with a clean page
We can learn some of the lessons of
the past As long as human beings
love stories
the child remains in all
of us I hope children love stories
history is the story of humanity Its
the most exciting the most interesting the most absorbing there
ever was a story to which we shall
never know the end either for

Weve

individually

ourselves

Silver

304 Martinsburg Road

Mt Vernon
r

or for

civilization A person who finds
history boring is a person one could
certainly say who finds life boring

Senate Vote

Continued from page 1
on Finance Committees
action
part since the committee would be
required to write more detailed
explanations of their allocations
Dean Thomas Edwards speaking
in favor on the amendment said that
is expected to
Finance Committee
work in a corporate way
since it
does move over into a business
basis He therefore felt that there
should be the opportunity
to go
into closed deliberations
He
supported a point made my Mindes
that the presence of outside observers
at committee meetings could inhibit
committee members and prevent
them from speaking as openly as they
might like
Professor Clifford Weber who
opposed the amendment along with
Freedman and vice president of

student

council

Mark

Prince

questioned the validity of having
closed hearings
If you could
demonstrate
how observers insaid
terfened with the committee
Weber then Id vote for it
The motion passed Senate by a
and awaits action by the
vote of 7president Jordan when asked after
the meeting to comment on whether
he would approve the bill or veto it
said that he now would take a pause
to reflect on the issue and that on
a matter of principle I dont want to
announce a decision now
He said
he would make his decision public
sometime early next week
32
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Six Kenyon

students enjoying a dinner at The Terrace Restaurant

BREAKFAST

APPETIZERS
SAUSAGE

HAM

NO

I

NO

2

2 EGGS

SAUSAGE

NO

3

2 EGGS

TOAST

I

EGG

HAA

OR BACON

TOAST

OR BACON

COFFEE

SHRIMP COCKTAIL

HASH BROWNS

COFFEE

CHILLED ORANGE OR TOMATO JUICE

COFFEE

CHOPS

STEAKS
FILET M1G0N

SANDVTJCHES

GRfllED

BACON

CHEESE

CHEESEBURGER

HAMBURGER

MUSHROOM

00 AM

LETTUCE

FSH

TOMATO

HAM

4

CHEESE

PORK CUTLETT

STEAK

SQUARE

SEA

SALADS

ICE TEA

COKE

SPRITE

SANKA

CHOPPED SIRLOIN
TERRACE SPECIAL

RIB EYE STEAK

2

COFFEE

HAM

FORK TENDERLOIN

HOT HAM

NEW YORK STRIP

01

B0NE6

PORTERHOUSE

LARGE CHOPPED SJRLOIN

BEVERAGES

T-

1

FRENCH

FOODS
SCALLOPS

SHRIMP IN BASKET

FRENCH

FRIED SHRIMP

FRIED OYSTERS

TOSSED SALAD
SEA FOOD PLATTER

LAKE PERCH
MILK

CHEF SALAD

CHICKEN
ALA CARTE

SDE

DISHES
TEXAS FRENCH

FRENCH

FRIES

FRIED CHICKEN

COLESLAW
COTTAGE

FRENCH

FRIED MUSHROOMS

FRENCH

FRIED ONION RINGS

CHEESE
APFLE SAUCE
HOMEMADE

CHILI

r
POTATO

122 S Main

MEALS SERVED
VEGETABLE

Street Mount Vernon Ohio
DAILY NOONDAY SPECIALS

MONDAY

THRU FRIDAY

SALAD

WITH CHOICE
ROLL

OF

BUTTER

COFFEE
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Kenyon
To Host AP
Conference

r

u
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By TERRI JIGANTI

Representatives from high schools
over Ohio will be coming to
Kenyon Saturday April 23 for a full
day of conferences on the Advanced
Placement program
Workshops in the various subjects
will be offered in Advanced
Placement although there are no
specific topics scheduled to be
discussed The meetings are for high

1
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school

DOWNTOWN MOUNT VERNON
ONE DOOR FROM THE SQUARE

since 1869

holeinthe- wall

First Floor

w

y

liens

Shop

for POPULAR PRICED
SLACKS JACKETS
JEANS
FURNISHINGS AND

ACCESSORIES
IOC DO UOffiOOOQoomx

teachers

interested

in

establishing AP courses in their
schools or those who simply want to
upgrade their skills
Each year the college board heads
ask a different college to host the
conference This will be the first time
Kenyon has hosted the conference
The participants pay for it Kenyon
merely provides the campus Neither
students nor college professors will
be involved in the conference since it
is primarily held for the benefit of
these high school teachers
According to Director of
Admissions John Kushan the AP
credit program has had a great deal
I
of success since its instigation
think kids who have been in
Advanced Placement courses do have
an advantage
It can have an influence on the selection of applicants
Galbraith Crump chairman of the
English department agreed on the
importance of the AP credit
program
Although he said the
program has served a very valuable
he sees possibilities for
purpose

increased

development

in

the

program an issue which the conI think there
ference will deal with
are some aspects in the program that
can be improved It seems to me
originally the need for the program
was a very specific need Now weve
gone beyond that need and weve
got to re- evaluate it

VK
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Philip Levine right with son Peter

Ohio Poetry Circuit

Sponsoring Phillip Levine
By LINDY JOLLIFFE
This Sunday the Poetry Circuit of
Ohio will sponsor a reading by poet
Philip Levine an English professor
and translator who has also been
road breaker boxcar loader and
trench digger
Currently professor of English at
Fresno State College in California
Levine has written seven books the
most recent of which is The Names of
the Lost to be published in September Levine writes with sympathy
towards individuals seeking greater
personal freedom and equality from
recently
Levine
the government
pleaded for the release of South
African poet Breyton Breytonbach
arrested for organizing black groups
in South Africa and sentenced to five
years
imprisonment
Several of
Breytonbachs associates were
detained all members of the Black
Consciousness Movement
In his poem
The Sadness of
Levine refers to black
Lemons
American hells
He expresses in
disgust the veins of apathy that run
through most people concerning
causes not affecting them

We live
the way we are the

moon tearing itself in
of light on
the wood spikes up
there in the youngest
branches slept most
of its life Wait
till summer
Levines use of visual imagery
distinguishes his poems His poem
Blasting from Heaven compares
the simple life of a child with that of
the aging black who is drained of
hope
The little girl wont eat her
sandwich
she lifts the bun and looks in
but the grey beef
coated with relish is always
there
Her mother says Do it for
mother
Milk and relish and a hard bun
that comes off
a spasm

like a hat- a
cinch

kids

life is a

The reading will take place at 830
in the Peirce Hall Lounge

pm

Schwartz Composes
Musical Tribute To America
Ladies1
1

Sportswear
Famous Brand Coordinates and Separates

At

Popular Prices

FIRST FLOOR BY THE LINGERIE

COSMETICS

AND ACCESSORY

IfO

DEPARTMENTS

ROOM

Furnishings
Curtains Lamps
Throw Rugs Mirrors Clocks

Sheets Pillows Blankets
Bedspreads

Matching Drapes

4th

Floor

Mezzanine
Linens and Fabrics Floor

By DAVID HILL
On Saturday April 3 the Knox
County Symphony Orchestra will
present the world premiere of
a Cantata for
America Celebrates
Soloists Chorus and Orchestra
composed and conducted by Paul
Schwartz of the Kenyon Music
Department
Dr Schwartz who wrote the
cantata between early September and
early December last year describes
lyrical
the work as variously
in
pastoral festive and martial
accordance with the text He has
been composing for the last fifty
I started early
years
and has
written and published music ranging
from chamber music and orchestral
music to chamber opera
lots of
choral and orchestra music Almost
all of this has been performed in
public both here and abroad

This particular work translates
into about a half- hour of performing
time He describes the music as
modern but not radical stressing
that it is important for Kenyon to
show interest in a community project
of this scope
to further better
relations with the non- Kenyon area
We want people to come out for
he said describing the perthis
this areas conformance as
tribution to the Bicentennial
The cantata is divided into nine
sections an instrumental preamble
and
eight vocal sections
with
narration introducing the author and
the circumstances of the writing and
characterizing the music that follows
Most of the vocal sections are based
on
texts of the American
Revolutionary period

texts

1

l

v

v
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from

post-

Revolutionary

I
Believe
by Thomas
works
Jefferson a tenor recitative again
featuring Dr Schwartz on harpsichord and the closing chorale
by Thomas
Hail Great Republic
s
Thus the work opens and
8 Paine
1 closes with Paine but with the great
difference that the Revolution has
o been fought and won Of course Dr
Schwartz found it necessary to rearrange the lines of these chosen
texts where he was assisted by his
wife Katheryn
CT

Paul Schwartz
After the preamble the chorus
performs The Summer Soldier and
the Sunshine Patriot
based on
Thomas Paines pre- Revolutionary
American Crisis followed by a bass
recitative The Great Affairs of the
by Benjamin Franklin
World
which also features Dr Schwartz on
the harpsichord
The fourth section is a duet between tenor and bass with the chorus
responding to Thomas Jeffersons
What Constitutes a State
The
by
chorus performs
Thanks
Thomas Jefferson there follows a
duet between soprano and alto again
supported by the chorus based on
Philip Freneaus poem The Wild
Honeysuckle
The seventh section is described by
Dr Schwartz as a drinking song
whose title
Friends and a Bottle
by Benjamin Franklin
seems to
confirm this it is cast in the form of
duet between tenor and bass
The last two sections derive their

In addition to the Knox County
Symphony
the choirs of both
Kenyon
and Mount Vernon
Nazarene College will be appearing
Soloists featured will be Anita Burt
of Kenyon soprano Virginia
Cameron
Mount Vernon
alto
Mario Alch
Nazarene College
tenor
Ohio State University
Richard Chamberlin bass Otterbein
College with narration provided by
Harlcne Marley Kenyon The work
was commissioned by the Ohio
Bicentennial Commission and was
funded by the George Gund
Foundation It is also supported by
a grant from the Ohio Arts Council
Dr Schwartz expressed the hope
that the concert is a success since the
work is being funded by foundations
that like to see results before committing their money to similar
projects again also as a work
with our audience and
written
it is unique to
resources in mind
Kenyon
The performance is at 8 5 pm on
April 3 at the Memorial Theater in
Mount Vernon Student tickets are
available from choir members and
transportation is being provided
1
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Lords Could Be Gems

THE
STORM
CELLAR

On Diamond In 76
Kent Bain a three- year starter being
pressed by freshmen Mark Thomay

By KENT BAIN

Bolstered by trie finest group of
freshmen to hit Falkenstein Field in
many years the 1976 edition of the
Kenyon baseball team should be an
exciting change from the nimble
nines of years past Fresh from a
spring tour of Florida the Lords will
jump immediately into the thick of
the tough Ohio Athletic Conference
race with as many as six freshmen
starters
Leading the team are senior
co- captains Mark Leonard and Bruce
Leonard
the most
Broxterman
versatile athlete in Kenyon sports
history hopes to put it all together in
this his last go- around He will start
in right field and take a regular turn
in the pitching rotation Leonard is
capable of the long ball and with the
newly installed fence at Falkenstein
could make a run at the conference
home run title Broxterman a 300
hitter a season ago is a doubtful
starter due to shoulder surgery he
underwent in January and his loss
will be felt tremendously by the
young team which needs his type of
leadership
For the first time in recent years
the Lords have depth at every
A real logjam has
position
developed at first base with senior

Dan Lindsay and sophmore Bill
Carlson Thomay was the hitting
sensation of the spring trip banging
out one homer and three other extra
base hits He could also see service at
the designated hitter spot or behind
the plate Carjson is being counted
on as one of the mainstays of what
has been a traditionally weak Lord
pitching staff and has the potential to
be one of the OACs premier southpaws

Second base has Terry Brogg
another frosh currently running
ahead of sophmore Jim Vogelgesang
Vogelgesang had a hot trip with 7 hits
in 12 at bats and could be tough to
keep on the bench At shortstop
freshman Jeff Kellogg and senior
Dan Libby are battling it out
Kellogg was the suprise of the trip as
he fielded sensationally
but the
position will be secure no matter who
plays Third base has two freshmen
Steve Robinson and John Harbison
fighting for the spot Harbison also
saw action at second in Florida
Outfield is fairly well set with frosh
Dave Nees in left sophmore Jeff
Through Sunday Kenyon- Wooster
Spring Regatta
hosted by the
Kenyon Sailing Club Pleasant Hill
Lake

Charley Hustle Bond in center
and Leonard in right Nees is ai other
power hitter capable of giving the
ball a ride out of the ball park while
Bond is an ideal lead- off hitter with
speed good bunting ability and an
uncanny knack to get on base Giving
this trio a breather will be freshmen
Mark Schwartz who showed signs of
a good bat in Florida fellow frosh
Dan Reagan
sophmore Craig
Barkacs and junior Jeff Salt
The catching position which has
been a sore spot for the Lords in past
seasons looks strong for the next four
years Freshmen Greg Heimbach has
all the tools to be the finest in the
OAC including a throwing arm that
was the best of the six teams in
Florida Once his hitting gets going
Heimbach could be one of the finest
around Should he falter another
frosh Murray Clark will take over
Murray proved in Florida that he
could handle himself with good
agility behind the plate and run the
pitching staff
As usual the big question mark is
pitching
Joining Leonard and
Carlson will be senior righthanders
George Harbison and Greg Wurster
juniors Bill Mullett a southpaw
sophmore Fritz Glasser and possibly
Brogg
Consistent
and Kellogg
Continued on page

Mens Shirts
Sale Price

Were 12 to 20
Sale Price 5950 two for 18

Bib Overalls

By JIM GWIN

j

In preparation for their upcoming
regular season the Kenyon lacrosse
team journeyed over spring vacation
to the sunny climes of Tampa
Florida where they participated in the
Lacrosse Tournament
Suncoast
There the Lords were able to garnish
a 3- 2 record against squads which
compare favorably with teams mat
the Lords will face in the regular
season

v

ri

The Lords continued their winning
ways in a steamrolling 14- 6 defeat of
the University of South Florida In a
seldom seen play junior defenseman
John Pfau contributed an assist to
Mark Martins goal following an end
to end scamper The performance of
sophomore attackman Bob Samit
who recorded five assists was once
again impressive
Kenyon sustained its first setback
in an 8- 7 defeat at the hands of Saint
Lawrence who later went on to
capture the tournament title Jeff
Kinder garnered two goals in the
defeat with Bruce Thompson Bob
Samit Rich Vincent Bill Fanning
and Bob Davis each accounting for
The performance of
one goal
Kenyons defense of Jim Gwin John
Pfau and Bill Higgins with help
from John Porter Roger Vaughn
Bill Seamon and Ralph Sehring an
Ail- American football player in high
school was a major factor in the
close contest Throughout the week
the netminding of goalie Bob Leigner
was stellar
next dropped a 12- 5
Kenyon
Hprision to a strong Williams team
Using its superior depth Williams
was able to maintain a ieaa
throughout the game with little threat
coming from Kenyon Jeff Kinder
and Mike Buchman led the Kenyon
crnrino with two eoals each
k- pnvnn
finished the tournament
ith a Innsided 12- 1 win over

Mexican
Wedding Shirt
Long Shirts Smock Tops
Jewelry
Gauze Shirts
Inlaid Rings Chokers
Low Prices

THE STORM CELLAR
Hours 12 to 8 pm

LARGE SELECTION
ALBUMS

TAPES
ACCESSORIES
CAR STEREOS
SPEAKERS
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SANSUI
SONY
MARANTZ

PANASONIC
ULTRALINEAR
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SUPERSCOPE

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Jeff

i

Kinder again led Kenyon scoring with
three goals while Bruce Thompson
supplemented his two goals with four
Once again the Kenyon
assists
defense and especially goalies Bob
Leigner and Keith Rendell turned in
excellent performances in this near

chnmut

This southern trip must be con
sidered encouraging as the Lords
prepare for their early season contests against Marietta Oberlin and

J

if

v

The southern games
Bethany
demonstrated a more effective offvnP than the Lords have enioyed in
increased
This
seasons
several
scoring threat portends a possible
haiipnpe
to the conference
leadership of Bowling Green Ohio
Denison in the
111
Midwest Lacrosse Association
r-

Co-

Were 1870

Sale Price 14

12

game which threatens to sideline him
for several weeks

9

Were 1 2 to ns
for one or two for 17

Blouses

Stickmen Post 3- 2 Record
In Suncoast Tournament
The Lords opened their southern
campaign with a 13- 10 defeat of
a team which
Wilkes College Pa
had recorded an 8- 2 record in 1975
The Kenyon attack was superlative
with Bob Samit recording a five goal
performance followed closely by cocaptain Jeff Kinder with three goals
Fine midfield play was also displayed
by Bruce Thompson Rich Vincent
Mark Martins Ned Brokaw and
Chad Waite Senior midfielder John
Heus sustained a shoulder injury in
his fine performance during this

Captains Jeff Kinder kneeling and Jim Gwin
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By PAM OLSYN

Improvement was the key for the
Kenyon Ladies basketball squad this
past season Although they won only
two of their ten contests their season
was a successful one Most of the
goals set at the beginning of the
season were attained
At the start of the season only
three players had had any previous
experience at Kenyon and none of
them as starters A very young team
seven of the eleven players were
freshmen or sophomores
Shooting was a consistent
problem A number of games which
were lost by large margins would
have been much closer had the team
been more successful with their
shots Three games were lost by six
points or less Julie Grimes captain
and one of two seniors on the squad
led the team in both scoring and
rebounding 66 points per game and
97 rebounds but many different
players led the scoring effort on
different occasions Freshman Lu
Jones was second in the rebounding
department averaging 68 per game
a junior
while Janette Thomas
averaged 53 points a game to take
runner- up honors in that department
The high point of the season was a
52- 33 win over OSU Newark
the
first time a Kenyon womens team
has broke the fifty point barrier
Connie Kleinjans led the scoring
effort with a career high 13 points
followed by Grimes with ten Eight
different players scored in this
contest Turnovers a big problem
early in the season were held to 13

Jones and Grimes led in rebounding
grabbing eleven apiece Sandy Lane
followed with eight Kenyon won the
rebounding battle by a 50- 39 margin
Defense was consistently a strong
point the Newark game being a good
example Newark was limited to 35
shots while the Ladies attempted 63
As usual the Kenyon zone forced
many turnovers
Earlier in the season defense
played an extremely important role in
the Ladies other win A very poor
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Believing that good design does not belong to just one period
of time Eileen Engel the owner has made available to the
people in this area the finest of lamps pewter stainless steel
clocks crystal and enamel ware from Europe and America
Wall units are available on order in Teak Walnut and
Rosewood
There is much more to find at The Accent House
Open 6 days a week from 1000 to 530

Mt Vernon Ohio

405 N Main St

I

YALE

interdisciplinary curriculum
datlgned and taught by the
Yale College Faculty
Open to qualified students
who have completed at least
one semester of degree work
In college

summer
term

May 30- August 15

Each center offers courses
which are not related to the

Humanities Center
Forms of Literary Modernism
Colonial America
Origins of the Modern World
Modern Japan
Film

interdisciplinary programs of
study humor writing workshop
introduction to music introductory philosophy Inter
mediate psychology on the child
in society mathematics computer science physics chemistry engineering astronomy

Social Sciences Center
Language Culture and Cognition
The Study of Legal Institutions
Capitalism Socialism and Political Systems
Democratic
and Non- Democratic
Policy and Decision Making
Program sponsored jointly by
the Humanities and Social
Sciences Centers
Application information
Revolutions and Social Change
Summer Term Admissions
Natural Sciences Center
1502A Yale Station 4S
Systems
New Haven CT 06520
The Biosphere
203 432- 4229
Genetics and Biochemistry

The laurels keep rolling in for
Kenyon
basketball star Tim
Appleton The 67 junior has been
selected as an NCAA District 4
Basketball All- American by a
committee of midwestern coaches
Tim was also named an honorable
mention All- American by the
Associated Press for the second year
in a row Appleton has also received
one of the highest honors any
American basketball player can
obtain He is presently one of 150
players under consideration for the
United States Olympic team If
selected Tim will receive at least a
tryout
Appleton was a highly recruited
player out of Pittsburghs Sewickley
Acadamey He turned down many
offers including several schools in
the ACC and Big Ten to come to
Kenyon Tim feels that a decision to
play at such a school would have
his life to
been committing
basketball He adds
Im glad I
came to Kenyon because of the
academics and the special things it
He is not totally sold on
offers
the Ohio Conference
but is
satisfied with the basketball program
at Kenyon
Despite his impressive statistics
Appleton cites neither particular
highlights in his career nor aims for
personal records He hopes to win a
conference championship and to
continue improving his game After
scoring 652 pts this season
251 ppg Tim has moved into the
fourth spot on Kenyons all time
scoring list and has a strong chance
of surpassing John Dunlop 2056
career points for second place John
Rinka heads the all time list with
3251 career points
How does Tim respond to the
honors he has received You always
enjoy receiving recognition for
the
something youve worked for
junior states Along with the teams

shooting effort was bailed out by a
defense which allowed no points in
the last thirty minutes of play
With all but two players returning
next year looks very bright A
continued team oriented offense and
a strong defense coupled with
greater experience should help the
Ladies come closer to a winning
season Should they develop the
shooting to complement the rest of
their play they could well achieve
their first winning campaign

Swimmers Take Fifth
10 Are All- American
By BO JEFFERS

Two weeks after their recordbreaking twenty- third consecutive
Ohio Athletic Conference championship Kenyons swimming team
finished the 1975- 76 season with an
impressive fifth- place effort at the
NCAA Division III National
Championships
Kenyons prominent showing was
not altogether surprising any team
that qualifies more than ten men in a
national championship meet has a
high potential to do well on the
strength of numbers alone
But last year the Lords qualified
the same number as they did this year
fourteen and only managed an
inconspicuous thirteenth place This
was due partly to powerhouse Chico
dominance of
State Universitys
Division III which ended this year
with their being forced by the NCAA

By CHUCK SCHUSSHEIM

ii
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Ladies Go 2- 8 For Year Look
To Brighter Year Ahead

A Big Man Maintains
A Low- Key Image

Try
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to compete in a higher Division
because of recruiting violations
Kenyons chances for
However
improvement were further enhanced
by their overwhelming conference
performances as the Lords went into
the Division III meet with the third
best seeding times of any team in the
field of 71 participating schools
Considering the fact that all four of
the teams which outscored Kenyon
tapered for Nationals instead of their
conference meets our fifth- place
performance merits a great deal of
respect
Out of the fourteen Kenyon men
who qualified for the meet ten
scored points earning them NCAA
AhVAmerican status They are
Tucker Barrie 400 yd Medley
Relay 9th place Tim Bridgham 200
100 yd
yd
5th place
IM
200 yd
3rd place
Backstroke
Backstroke
5th place 400 yd
Medley Relay 9th place 800 yd
Freestyle Relay 5th place 400 yd
Freestyle Relay 5th place Don
Constantine 400 yd IM 12th place
Doug Hoffer 400 yd Medley
Relay 9th place 400 yd Freestyle
Relay 5th place Steve Killpack 500
yd Freestyle 8th place 1650 yd
Freestyle 6th place Sam Lund 500
yd Freestyle 3rd place 200 yd
1650 yd
Freestyle
8th place
Freestyle 4th place 800 yd Freestyle
Relay 5th place Dave McGue 400
yd Medley Relay 9th place
Bruce Morton 500 yd Freestyle
10th place 1650 yd Freestyle 5th
place 800 yd Freestyle Relay 5th
place 400 yd Freestyle Relay 5th
place Jim Robrock 400 yd Medley
Relay 9th place 800 yd Freestyle
Relay 5th place 400 yd Freestyle
Relay 5th place Todd Ruppert 100
yd Backstroke 10th place 200 yd
Backstroke 10th place
The other four Kenyon men who
swam were Jim Kuhn Jeff ODaniel
Pete Zimmerman and Dave Mitchell

oo

The top scorers by team St
Lawrence University Johns Hopkins
College
Williams
University
College
Kenyon
College
Bowdoin

Baseball

CT

t

Tim Appleton
final loss to Oberlin Tims greatest
was the OAC
decision to award the
coaches
leagues MVP trophy to Donhoff of
Northern and Dunn of Wittenberg
Appleton felt he had a better year
than his sophomore year when he did
In fact
win the MVP award
improved his scoring
Appleton
average by four points despite being
double teamed by Kenyons opponents all season long It is ironic
that Appleton was the only Ohio
Conference player to be named on
the Associated Press All- American
team yet failed to receive the Ohio
Conferences MVP award

disappointment

Continued on page

13

pitching and an ability to stay away
from the old Kenyon nemesis the
walk will go a long way to helping
the Lords have a successful campaign
1
This years team has the potential
to be a winner and Coaches
McHugh Morse and Thomas are
preparing them as such by working
a
on the fundamentals In order to be
consistent
winner it must have the
pitching and fielding which it has
lacked in the years past Perhaps the
key to the season will be whether the
big
Lords can avoid giving up the
inning which has plagued them in the
past as it did in Florida With the
and
short fence at Falkenstein Field
thing
one
scene
the new talent on the
1976 Kenyon Lords
to
Baseball team will be exciting
watch The Lords will make their
Falkenstein Field debut this Saturday
in a doubleheader against Oberlin
is

surethe

startingat 100pm

April
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American Indian Jewelry

Born Yesterday
Born Yesterday Directed by George
Cukor
Screenplay by Albert
Mannheimer from the play by
Garson Kanin With Judy Holliday
Broderick Crawford and William
Holden 1950 B W 103 min
Taken
from Garson Kanins
spirited Broadway success
Born
Yesterday is a sharp and surefooted
comedy that boasts the stylish
direction of George Cukor and a
most remarkable performance by
Judy Holliday Set in Washington
DC it tells the story of a crooked
scrap- iron tycoon his chorus- line
mistress and the reporter he hires to
cultivate her in the ways and means
of Capitol etiquette
Born Yesterday is satiric farce in
the best of the Cukor tradition Like
Adams Rib Pat and Mike and The
Philadelphia Story it is tangy wellpaced and affectionate comedy with
some first- rate acting Broderick
Crawford as the lobbying junk- man
performs with just enough bite and
William Holden is fine as his
counterpart but it is Judy Holliday
who runs away with the picture her
sterling performance
as the
Brooklynese Venus who wises up
won her an easy and well- deserved
Oscar Cukors magic and the topnotch script would have been
enough but it is finally the splendor
of Judy Holliday that makes Born
Yesterday one of the best and most
enduring of the post- war Hollywood
comedies
Casque

DOr

Casque DOr Directed by Jaques
Becker Screenplay by Becker and
Jaques Companeez With Simone
Signoret Serge Reggiani and Claude
W 92 min
Dauphin 1954 B
French subtitled
Casque DOr is a stylish and
evocative film which brilliantly
recreates the Paris underworld of
1900 capturing both the decorative
charm of the period and the violence
of the criminal life Simone Signoret
in perhaps her finest screen perbrings sensuality and
formance
passion to her portrayal of the
heroine Marie known as Casque
a woman who falls
DOr
tragically in love with a man who
commits murder
The film is noted for its great
visual beauty in the realistic depiction
of tum- of the- century Paris and in
the idyllic beauty of the scenes in the
French countryside Jacques Becker
directed the film with careful attention to detail and a feeling for the
social ambiance of the time The
French critic Jean Mitry calls Casque
DOr not only Beckers best film
but one of the most arresting in the
postwar French cinema
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indoor track team
Kenyons
finished its 1976 season by placing
12th out of 14 teams at the 26th
Field
annual OAC Indoor Track
held at Denison
Championships
University on the weekend of March
13 The Lords poor showing was
expected as the team places a much
greater priority upon success in their
triangular meets
Freshman Bob Brody placed third
in the 600 yard run missing first
place by only five- tenths of a second
Kenyons mile relay team of Bob
Brody Andy Homer Mark Schott

L

Born Yesterday

Frosting
The Sorrow and the Pity

Hud

The Sorrow and the Pity Directed by
Marcel Ophuls With Pierre MendesFrance
Albert Speer and Sir
Anthony Eden 1972 B
W 260
min In French and German with
English voice translation
This painful and epic study of

France and Frenchmen during the
German occupation is undoubtedly
one of the most remarkable
achievements in the history of international cinema Weaving recent
interviews with old newsreel footage
filmmaker Marcel Ophuls uncovers
the passions fears and agony of
modern Frances darkest moment
and the shadow of guilt and hatred
that looms over those who chose
and
collaboration
between

resistance

A

mammoth

ac-

complishment filmed with passion
and profound courage The Sorrow
and the Pity has been globally acclaimed David Denby in the Atlantic
One of the greatest
Monthly writes
films ever made It is a contribution
to history to social psychology to
anthropology and to art If there is
any justice in the world Marcel
Ophuls monumental labor will be
studied and debated for years
The Sorrow and the Pity is a
special presentation of the History
Department and the KFS and will be
shown only once on Sunday at 8 pm

Cinderman Place Twelveth
In OAC Championships
By DAVID TROUP

Blow Out Guts
Blow Out Perms
Hair Painting

and Jamie Doucett took 5th place
Coach White remarked that had the
quartet been entered in a faster heat
a higher finish might have been
possible
The outdoor track team opens its
season this Saturday with an away
Also
meet at Ohio Wesleyan
competing in that meet will be the
squad from Wittenberg

Basketball
Continued from page
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Tim is looking forward to next
season and expects the team to be
Yet his basketball
competitive
aspirations go beyond Kenyon as he

Sallie Hall

Hud

Directed by Martin Ritt
Screenplay by Irving Ravetch and
Harriet Frank Jr from the novel by
Larry McMurty
With
Paul
Melvyn
Newman Patricia Neal
Douglas and Brandon de Wilde
1963 B
W 112min
A lean powerful and superbly
realized melodrama of the modern
West that provided Paul Newman
with his renowned role Hud is
a stark and brilliant study of moral
degradation on the barren plains of
contemporary America The essential
conflict is between Hud the bitter
and greedy young man and his wise
and aging father whose traditional
values have been cast off by a
modern age
Director Martin Ritt The Great
White Hope Sounder and his coIrving
producer and scenarist
Ravetch pull no punches in this
film
emotionally
brutal
cinematographer James Wong Howe
uses his camera with devastating
effect Newman is raw and muscular
and near top- form but even better
are Melvyn Douglas and Patricia
Neal both of whom won Oscars for
their efforts A ruthless hard- hitting
film that stunned its audiences in
1963 Hud stands today as a rare and
towering example of American neo-
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Appleton believes he can play
professional basketball and would
hope to be drafted in the first five
rounds of next years draft He has
already gained valuable experience
by playing with professional players
during the summer If such plans do
not materialize he has the option of
continuing his education and
basketball career in Europe
Fortunately Appleton will return
for one more year of play at Kenyon
The versatile junior can once again
be expected

to dazzle crowds

ECONOMY

TYPEWRITER
REPAIR
For quality typewriter repairs and service
at rates you can afford

with

consistent
adroit ball handling
rebounding accurate long range
shooting and slick inside moves
With Appleton on the floor things
happen Kenyon can look forward to
one more year of Tims heroics and
number 20 can look forward to
another year of citations for his
outstanding play

Contact Harold Milligan

Phone

Street
Mt Vernon

507 Oak

397-

8580
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Open Seven Days A Week
Sunday- Thursday
Friday- Saturday

11 am- 9 pm
11 am- 10 pm

